CELTA
Time for a career change?
Want to travel?
Thinking about teaching English?
Formalising your TEFL skills?

‘This was the first step into English language teaching’

T

he Cambridge Certificate in English Language Teaching to
Adults (CELTA) is an initial qualification for people who
want to teach English as a foreign language. No previous
experience is necessary; the course will help you develop all
the essential skills needed.

‘A fantastic experience…really inspiring’
During the four-week intensive course, you will have sessions
on methodology and language awareness, extensive teaching
practice and have experienced tutors on-hand to help you each
step of the way.

‘Supervised teaching practice gives you
a sense of what the job is like’
You will teach a real class for six hours, observed by
experienced trainers who will give you feedback on how to
develop your teaching.

‘I wanted international recognition’
The CELTA qualification is awarded by Cambridge English
Language Assessment, part of Cambridge University. NILE,
known across the world for the quality of its teacher education
and development programmes, provides excellent networking
opportunities for your future career: many NILE CELTA
graduates find they can step into a job almost immediately.

‘Constructive learning builds your confidence’
Although many CELTA trainees have no teaching experience, a
teacher with little formal training will give them the ability and
confidence to continue to develop their teaching skills, formally
supported by an internationally recognised qualification.

‘After seven years of teaching abroad, CELTA gave me
new perspective, encouragement and knowledge’
As well as the supervised teaching practice and taught
sessions, you will observe other classes, undertake four written
assignments and have at least one individual tutorial. This
step-by-step approach will broaden your knowledge of
language and methodology, giving you all the skills you need to
walk straight into the classroom.

‘The skills will apply to other jobs’
Giving presentations, creating materials, analysing texts,
developing interpersonal skills, persuading and influencing
people – these are all things teachers do! Whichever path you take
in the future, the CELTA gives you the confidence to do it well.

‘It changed my job prospects overnight…
amazing how valuable five letters can be!’

For more information visit
www.nile-elt.com/courses/course/57
or contact Maria Heron at maria@nile-elt.com
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